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PS86X1 – Interplanetary CubeSat and Thin-Film 
Spacecraft/Lander/Rover Communications and 
Navigation Pathfinder Experiment with LOFAR 

and the LuxSpace 4M Lunar Flyby Mission 
 

 

 
 

Experiment Plan 

Draft working document subject to frequent and substantial change 

 
Questions/requests/suggestions/corrections: support@PocketSpacecraft.com  
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Mission 

PS86X1 is a PocketSpacecraft.com experiment to test systems and ideas for supporting the future interplanetary 
CubeSat and Thin-film Spacecraft/Lander/Rover (TF-SLR) mission communication and navigation needs of 
very large numbers (1000’s) of very low mass (100mg – 5kg) spacecraft using phase array antennas and 
mechanically pointed commercial off the shelf (COTS) amateur radio equipment. 

On the 23rd October 2014 at 1759 UTC a Chinese CZ-3C/2G performing a China Academy of Space 
Technology (CAST) / China Academy of Launch-vehicle Technology (CALT) lunar sample return pathfinder 
technology demonstration will launch with the LuxSpace 4M1 payload attached to its third stage. The 4M 
payload (with an expected life of 100 hours) will transmit a custom radio beacon for the Pocket Spacecraft 
project as part of its ‘fly your message to the moon’ program at no cost to the project – PS86X1 is a virtual 
spacecraft hitchhiking a ride past the moon on 4M. 4M – the Manfred Memorial Moon Mission – is a mission 
conceived, designed and launched by LuxSpace, an OHB company, in memory of their founder Prof. Dott.-Ing. 
h.c. Manfred Fuchs.  

The launch date and time is subject to the normal uncertainties of space exploration, but the primary launch 
payload requires a relatively narrow launch window and it has been reported that Chinese broadcasters have 
notified their audiences that the launch will be broadcast on the date and time indicated and should be available 
at the following link: http://english.cntv.cn/live/p2p/index.shtml 

The nominal Lunar flyby will occur on the 28th October 2014 at 0028 UTC, 13000km over the lunar surface and 
373000 km from earth. On the 27th October 2014 the mission will undertake an important manoeuvre and we 
would like to attempt to receive the data transmitted by the beacon and determine the location and vector of the 
spacecraft in space as close to this time as is practical as we would have to for an independent CubeSat or TF-
SLR mission. 

We would like to accomplish as much as the following as possible using both commercial off the shelf (COTS) 
amateur radio ground station equipment and the low frequency array for radio astronomy (LOFAR2): 

1. Receive and decode the beacon 
2. Determine the position of the beacon using time difference of arrival (TDOA) multilateration 
3. Determine the position of the beacon using trilateration 
4. Determine the position of the beacon using triangulation or other relevant system specific methods 
5. Determine an accurate vector of the spacecraft for propagating and future comparison with official 

tracking information (if released) 
 
To achieve all these goals we need at least four ground stations of each type that are as widely geographically 
dispersed as possible and still see the spacecraft.  
 
The nominal trajectory and +/- 1 sigma of the spacecraft is known to LuxSpace and has been provided to 
PocketSpacecraft.com to calculate the pointing information for various PocketSpacecraft.com, LOFAR and 
third party antennas/beams. A sample observing plan for a nominal launch for a COTS ground station in the 
United Kingdom and for the centre of LOFAR can be found in the appendices of this document/NorthStar 
application. For the mission phase from launch to lunar flyby on the 27th October 2014 the trajectories do not 
differ much and a COTS antenna has a wide enough beam width (a few 10’s degrees) not to require special 
pointing and reception of the signal should not pose a problem assuming the mission proceeds as planned. 

                                                           
1 http://moon.luxspace.lu/the-mission/ 
2 van Haarlem, M. P., et al., LOFAR: The Low Frequency Array, Astron. Astrophys., 556, A2, 
2013.(http://arxiv.org/pdf/1305.3550v2.pdf) 

http://english.cntv.cn/live/p2p/index.shtml
http://english.cntv.cn/live/p2p/index.shtml
http://arxiv.org/pdf/1305.3550v2.pdf
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However the sensitivity to the injection parameters is quite high during the close flyby and the trajectories begin 
to diverge dramatically one day after the flyby. 
 
The optimal observation would be on the 27th October 2014 at 1500 UTC for at least one complete beacon 
segment of 126 seconds (or a multiple thereof) if the launch planned for the 23rd October 2014 is nominal. 
Ideally the observation would be repeated one and two hours later but this would be a bonus rather than a 
requirement. The minimum length of observation to obtain any useful data is a few tens of seconds. If a longer 
observation period is possible, then an observation 2.1, 4.2, 6.3, 8.4 or best of all 10.5 minutes long would be 
ideal. 
 
If the launch is delayed by one or two days then it would be helpful to delay the date of the observation by the 
same amount. ASTRON have confirmed that updated coordinates can be provided on 24th October 2014 if 
necessary. If there is a delay and the observation can not be moved, an observation on the 27th October 2014 
would still be useful although the parameters will have to be updated. Useful information can be obtained even 
with a significantly delayed observation time although please note that observations after the planned flyby that 
use equipment with a narrow beam width risk looking in the wrong place. Please also note that in case of a 
launch delay the coordinates of the spacecraft in the observation plan will need to be updated so we recommend 
not programming the observation into the LOFAR system until the launch has occurred and the correct 
coordinates can be provided. The geometry is not great for an observation from Europe around this date, but any 
Complex Voltage data from multiple ground stations while the spacecraft is in view that can be collected during 
any phase of the 4M mission would be extremely useful for assessing the potential future utility of this 
technique.  
 
COTS ground stations coordinated by PocketSpacecraft.com are located in Germany, Italy, Spain and the 
United Kingdom. The use of the ground stations for this project is being provided free of charge by their 
owners. The ground stations are expected to be able to receive and decode the data with little difficulty, but are 
only expected to be able to determine the location of the spacecraft to within approximately 5000km due to 
limited timing accuracy. 

 

We plan to use beams 
from all the LOFAR 
international stations in 
France, Germany, 
Sweden and the United 
Kingdom and the 
Superterp to attempt 
beacon reception and the 
most accurate data 
possible for a 
multilateration 
(navigation) calculation.  
 
We hope to be able to 
demonstrate reception and 
decoding of data from the 
spacecraft and, more 
importantly, determine 
the location of the 
spacecraft with orders of 
magnitude more accuracy 
that the COTS ground 
stations. 
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LuxSpace 4M Spacecraft

 
Photo: LuxSpace 

● Primary power source: 28 high energy density, non-rechargeable cells, 
guaranteeing the nominal mission whilst providing 6W to the main 
payload and the experiments, 

● Secondary power source: 2 x 8 Triple layer solar cells and 4 x Li-Ion 
rechargeable cells, 

● An On-board Computer, FM430 and interface board, 
● An I/Q modulator, 
● A RF power amplifier, providing a nominal 1.5W into the antenna, 
● A quarter-wavelength antenna, 
● RAD experiment for radiation dose determination on the trajectory. 
 

 
Beacon  

The 4M spacecraft’s PS86X1 beacon will transmit on 145.980 MHz +/- 2.9 kHz (-40°C to +125°C) subject to 
additional Doppler shift of max: -2200Hz, +1000Hz using the digital mode JT65B and simple tone signaling. 
The carrier is 145.980 MHz +/- 400 Hz, the JT65B sync vector carrier is at 145.98127 MHz. The continuous 
transmissions will start 4670s (77.8 minutes) after launch (-0, +600s) consisting of five successive 1 minute 
sequences (126 second minimal sample length to capture one complete sequence including margin) sent during 
a 5 minute repeating cycle. JT65B uses multiple frequency shift keying (MFSK) with 65 tones. A video of a 
waterfall display of this type of signal can be found at: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xF1kD57KMFk  

1W emitted isotropically in 5.8kHz at a worst case distance 400000 km corresponds to 8.5e-23 Wm-2Hz-1 (8500 
Jy). This is a huge flux density and should be easy for LOFAR to detect. Non-detection would imply a 
methodological or engineering failure. 

JT65B can be decoded using the free WJST software 3 and is typically used by radio amateurs for Earth-Moon-
Earth (EME, “moonbounce”) and weak troposcatter. It uses structured messages, a Reed-Solomon (63,12) error-
control code (ECC), and 65-FSK modulation at 2.69 baud to achieve effective throughput of about 0.25 cps. The 
free software to decode the transmissions can be downloaded from: 

https://cloud.luxspace.lu/public.php?service=files&t=42584e85bed926200300054362fb435b  

More information can be found in the presentation and paper about the 4M mission presented at the 2014 Earth-
Moon-Earth Conference which can be downloaded from: 

Presentation: https://cloud.luxspace.lu/public.php?service=files&t=542e4e0b2750e938e5309f02b77582fc  

Paper: https://cloud.luxspace.lu/public.php?service=files&t=82c6c3c3b7d9e851323d9e0e865d99dc 

Typical COTS ground station configuration 

● An eight element crossed Yagi right hand circularly polarised antenna 
● 1dB NF low noise amplifier 
● Low cost USB software defined radio, e.g. FUNcube Dongle Pro+  
● Yaesu G5500 rotator and LVB controller 

                                                           
3 WJST user manual available from: http://physics.princeton.edu/pulsar/K1JT/doc/wsjt/  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xF1kD57KMFk
http://goo.gl/97WbDO
https://cloud.luxspace.lu/public.php?service=files&t=42584e85bed926200300054362fb435b
https://cloud.luxspace.lu/public.php?service=files&t=542e4e0b2750e938e5309f02b77582fc
https://cloud.luxspace.lu/public.php?service=files&t=82c6c3c3b7d9e851323d9e0e865d99dc
https://cloud.luxspace.lu/public.php?service=files&t=82c6c3c3b7d9e851323d9e0e865d99dc
http://physics.princeton.edu/pulsar/K1JT/doc/wsjt/
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LOFAR configuration and observation plan 

We plan to configure LOFAR to record the Complex Voltage in Fly’s Eye4 (FE) sub-mode from High Band 
Antennas (HBA: Trec ~160K; 110-240 MHz) from all the LOFAR international stations plus the Superterp 
within the single sub band #235, covering 145.8984375 ± 0.9765625 MHz. The full band should be recorded 
with either RHCP or LHCP built in software. The beam is expected to be approximately 2° FWHM.  
 
It is important for navigation calculations that the records from the different stations are synchronised to within 
50ns or better which should be within the capabilities of LOFAR (from unpublished data: station-based clock 
delays are up to ~100 ns with variation rates up to 20 ns / hour).  Calibrating the clocks between the stations 
would reduce the uncertainty by a factor 5 to 10. To do that, we would like to observe a calibrator and deduce 
clock offsets between each station and a reference station, for example the Superterp. The two main long 
baselines calibrators (ICRS coord. (ep=J2000) from http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr) are: 
 
3C48    RA= 01:37:41.30 Dec= +33:09:35.12        

130° away from the Moon, and will be at <10° elevation when the Moon will pass the meridian. 
 
3C147 RA= 05:42:36.26 Dec= +49:51:07.08 

148° away from the Moon, and will be at ~13° elevation when the Moon will pass the meridian. 
 
3C196 does not do better. However,  
 
3C295 RA= 14:11:20.52 Dec= +52:12:09.86         

is 81° away from the Moon, and will be at ~60° elevation when the Moon will pass the meridian.  
It is a 98 Jy source with a 1.1" core. 

 
3C380 RA= 18:29:31.8  Dec= +48:44:46          

is 70° away from the Moon, and will be at ~75° elevation when the Moon will pass the meridian. 
It is a 77 Jy source (compact?). 

 
As the analog HBA beam is ~23° at 150 MHz, it is impossible to observe simultaneously any calibrator and a 
near-Moon beacon (except if one can split the HBA field of international stations in 2 group of 48 tiles pointed 
at 2 separate directions and form 1 digital beam in each of these directions, but it is thought that this 
functionality does not yet exist). We therefore plan an observation of 3C380 (or 3C295) for 1 minute before and 
after the PS86X1 observation, in order to solve for the clocks and interpolate during the PS86X1 observation. 
 
The International Space Station (ISS) will overfly5 the Superterp between 14:58:11 and 15:01:29, maximum 
elevation 60 degrees with, azimuth 192 degrees, and may be transmitting voice or slow scan television signals 
on 145.800 MHz and/or packet radio data on 145.825 MHz. We would like to observe this source just before the 
main observation to try tracking and decoding of data from spacecraft in low earth orbit (for example, hundreds 
of thin film devices attempting non-ablative re-entry from orbit) although the radio transmitters on the ISS are 
not guaranteed to be active at this time. 
 
The summary observation plan is shown below. At the time of writing, LOFAR requires that multiple 
observations be no closer than one minute apart: 
 

Date/Time (UTC) Object  Duration (seconds) 
20141027:14:58:00 3C380  60 
20141027:14:59:00 ISS  60 
20141027:15:00:00 4M>PS86X1 660 
20141027:15:11:00 3C380  60 
 
                                                           
4 From http://www.astron.nl/radio-observatory/observing-capabilities/depth-technical-information/major-observing-modes/beam-form “The 
Fly’s Eye (FE) sub-mode records the individual station beams (one or more per station) without summing. This is useful for diagnostic 
comparisons of the stations and other applications where station data need to remain separate. In combination with the Complex Voltage 
sub-mode, Fly’s Eye can be used to record the separate station voltages as input for offline processing” 
5 http://www.heavens-above.com/AmateurSats.aspx?lat=52.91511897&lng=6.86983284&loc=Superterp&alt=49&tz=GMT 

http://www.astron.nl/radio-observatory/observing-capabilities/depth-technical-information/major-observing-modes/beam-form
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The table below gives the coordinates of the phase center of the HBA at the observing frequency of interest 
from the LOFAR system in the format commonly used for VLBI.  
 

Code Name X Y Z Normal 

CS002
LBA 

Superterp, The Netherlands 3826577.462 461022.624 5064802.526  

DE601  Effelsberg, Germany 4034099.83951 487013.425089 4900229.635 0.631204   
0.076214   
0.771864 

DE602 Unterweilenbach, Germany 4152568.00571 828789.152731 4754362.203 0.649782   
0.129703   
0.748973 

DE603 Tautenburg, Germany 3940295.70628 816722.864941 4932394.416 0.601456   
0.095645   
0.793160 

DE604 Potsdam, Germany 3796379.82294 877614.129754 5032712.528 0.601146   
0.153897   
0.784181  

DE605 Jülich, Germany 4005681.02017 450968.642722 4926458.211 0.628965   
0.049472   
0.775858 

FR606 Nançay, France 4324016.70769 165545.525467 4670271.363 0.677451   
0.025924   
0.735111 

SE607 Onsala, Sweden 3370271.65695 712125.880796 5349991.165 0.529311   
0.111871   
0.841020 

UK608 Chilbolton, United Kingdom 4008461.94121 -100376.608925 4943716.874 0.627506  
-0.014332   
0.778480 

 

Key - Code: The official LOFAR code identifying the station; Name: Informal name of station; X, Y, Z = 
coordinates (in meters) of the field phase centre in the geocentric coordinate system ITRF2005 Epoch: 2012.5; 
Normal: Normal vector of the field plane expressed as a unit radial centric vector perpendicular to the local 
ground (UK608 has a negative vector because it is west of the Greenwich meridian). 

Outputs 

We would like to thoroughly document the entire experiment and release all methods, results, raw and processed 
data into the public domain as a worked example for others to follow/duplicate if they wish. We would hope to 
publish the results at an international conference such as iCubeSat 2015 - 4th Interplanetary CubeSat Workshop 
and an appropriate journal.  

The data from the experiment should be available for download almost immediately after the observation. The 
data processing pipeline consists of: 
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1. PocketSpacecraft.com downloads the Complex Voltages / Fly’s Eye sub-mode6 data file (in HDF5 
format?) from the LOFAR CEP via rsync for the appropriate beam at each LOFAR station 

2. Clock offsets are retrieved from each station relative to the superterp and interpolated across the 
duration of the experiment and provided for the multilateration calculation. 

3. A local installation of GDL / GNUradio is used to band pass filter each station beam data file 
4. GDL / GNUradio down converts and down samples each file to 1-6 kHz (i.e. subtract 145.978 MHz) 
5. GDL / GNUradio is used to convert data to a WAV file, final sample rate of 11025 s/s, 16 bits mono 
6. WAV files are decoded using WJST in a dedicated VMware compatible virtual machine (VM) to 

confirm signal reception 
7. VM forwards the WAV file, Complex Voltages data file, and azimuths and elevations used to make 

observation to LuxSpace 
8. LuxSpace and PocketSpacecraft.com attempt multilateration and other navigation calculations and 

compare results 
 

Ideally we would like to demonstrate that the above steps can be performed within seconds to minutes using a 
pre-prepared batch file on a dedicated processing virtual machine provided by PocketSpacecraft.com to 
automatically perform each step as soon as the data can be downloaded. An additional test observation with 
similar setup generating a small sample of data (e.g. 10s) from two stations with the same format as would be 
produced during the experiment is requested a few days before the main observation to permit development and 
testing of the tools. 

Participants 

PocketSpacecraft.com, a JA initiative7, is a not for profit international collaboration operating from donated 
offices in Bristol, United Kingdom, Pasadena, United States of America and Hangzhou, China, working to 
dramatically lower the cost and increase the frequency of interplanetary science missions through the use of 
interplanetary CubeSats (<5kg, 30x10x10cm) and Thin-Film (<1g, <10x10x0.001cm) Spacecraft/Lander/Rovers 
(TF-SLRs). It is primarily run by volunteers using donated resources and equipment provided by companies, 
universities and members of the public. Its current major flight project, Pocket Spacecraft: Mission to the Moon, 
is a CubeSat + TF-SLR lunar orbiter mission planned to enter low lunar orbit in 2016 supported by thousands of 
members of the public from dozens of countries. 

LuxSpace, an OHB Company, is a major system integrator for aerospace and defense systems based in 
Luxembourg and has created the 4M (Manfred Memorial Moon Mission) as a memorial for its founder Prof. 
Dott.-ing h.c. Manfred Fuchs who died in April this year. LuxSpace is flying the PS86X1 virtual spacecraft 
payload on the 4M mission at no cost to PocketSpacecraft.com and with no expectation of commercial gain. 
More details about the 4M mission can be found at: http://moon.luxspace.lu 

 

  

                                                           
6 Combination of 3) and 4 from http://www.astron.nl/radio-observatory/astronomers/users/technical-
information/major-observing-modes/major-observing-mode 
7 JA coordinates more than two dozen open source space exploration projects including iCubeSat - the 
Interplanetary CubeSat Workshop, Open Mission Control and PocketSpacecraft.com amongst others  

http://moon.luxspace.lu/
http://moon.luxspace.lu/
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Appendix A: Observation opportunities for LOFAR assuming nominal launch 
Superterp effective latitude/longitude/altitude: 52.91511897,6.86983284,49.350-downloaded 17th October 2014 
Coordinates from http://www.lofar.org/wiki/doku.php?id=operator:etrs-field-centres 

A.1. PS86X1 opportunities 

Tracking data from:  http://moon.luxspace.lu/tracking/ - downloaded 22nd October 2014 

UTC TIME  AZIMUTH (°) ELEVATION (°)  RANGE (KM) 

24/10/2014 11:00:05 139.1272 2.8399   160571.1471 
24/10/2014 12:00:05 151.5972 8.055   165755.6683 
24/10/2014 13:00:05 164.8728 11.55   170963.7442 
24/10/2014 14:00:05 178.7024 13.0307   176232.3347 
24/10/2014 15:00:05 192.6524 12.3592   181581.949 
24/10/2014 16:00:05 206.2583 9.5967   187016.3069 
24/10/2014 17:00:05 219.1966 4.984   192522.4707 
25/10/2014 11:00:05 132.0781 3.136   264932.9325 
25/10/2014 12:00:05 144.7907 9.1689   267492.6976 
25/10/2014 13:00:05 158.4046 13.5331   270176.5593 
25/10/2014 14:00:05 172.7485 15.8632   273019.0228 
25/10/2014 15:00:05 187.3911 15.9378   276038.4551 
25/10/2014 16:00:05 201.7842 13.749   279236.8785 
25/10/2014 17:00:05 215.488  9.5122   282599.1237 
25/10/2014 18:00:05 228.3167 3.5851   286094.5338 
26/10/2014 11:00:05 129.0366 3.4156   326028.6156 
26/10/2014 12:00:05 141.8062 9.7944   327225.0266 
26/10/2014 13:00:05 155.5275 14.548   328564.7993 
26/10/2014 14:00:05 170.0715 17.2808   330084.1809 
26/10/2014 15:00:05 185.0201 17.7268   331803.6225 
26/10/2014 16:00:05 199.7894 15.8364   333727.1752 
26/10/2014 17:00:05 213.8733 11.8073   335841.0205 
26/10/2014 18:00:05 227.0348 6.0014   338115.3809 
27/10/2014 11:00:05 127.3858 3.8891   360104.378 
27/10/2014 12:00:05 140.2409 10.4572   360337.2406 
27/10/2014 13:00:05 154.0894 15.4167   360728.6806 
27/10/2014 14:00:05 168.8259 18.3486   361318.2823 

Planned / Best observation time – T+93 hours – source data for LOFAR target file 

> 

27/10/2014 15:00:05 184.0313 18.9488   362131.344  
27/10/2014 15:01:05 184.2852 18.9379   362146.9039 
27/10/2014 15:02:05 184.539  18.9273   362162.4237 
27/10/2014 15:03:05 184.7927 18.915   362178.1124 
27/10/2014 15:04:05 185.0465 18.903   362193.7611 
27/10/2014 15:05:05 185.3002 18.8904   362209.4741 
27/10/2014 15:06:05 185.5537 18.8761   362225.356 
27/10/2014 15:07:05 185.8073 18.8621   362241.1979 
27/10/2014 15:08:05 186.0607 18.8465   362257.2086 

http://www.lofar.org/wiki/doku.php?id=operator:etrs-field-centres
http://moon.luxspace.lu/tracking/
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27/10/2014 15:09:05 186.3142 18.8312   362273.1792 
27/10/2014 15:10:05 186.5676 18.8152   362289.2143 

< 

27/10/2014 16:00:05 199.0858 17.1675   363174.0965 
27/10/2014 17:00:05 213.4465 13.1749   364440.2225 
27/10/2014 18:00:05 226.8458 7.3465   365906.2055 Flyby T-6:28 
27/10/2014 19:00:05 239.3267 0.118   367537.7894 

[Observation plan less certain after this point due to injection manoeuvre] 
28/10/2014 11:00:05 128.5427 1.4575   389450.0817 
28/10/2014 12:00:05 141.125  7.5771   390090.4386 
28/10/2014 13:00:05 154.5124 12.1145   390877.9459 
28/10/2014 14:00:05 168.5873 14.7093   391848.8793 
28/10/2014 15:00:05 182.9792 15.1202   393024.3575 
28/10/2014 16:00:05 197.1782 13.3031   394409.0697 
28/10/2014 17:00:05 210.7392 9.4256   395991.211 
28/10/2014 18:00:05 223.4333 3.8058   397743.4897 

A.2. ISS opportunities 

Pass predictions downloaded 22nd October 2014 from: 
http://spaceflight.nasa.gov/realdata/sightings/SSapplications/Post/JavaSSOP/JavaSSOP.html 

27/10/2014 14:58:54 271.2  12.5   1350  (838 miles) 
27/10/2014 14:59:14 269.9  15.2   1220  (756 miles) 

Planned / Best observation time – T+93 hours – source data for LOFAR target file 

> 

27/10/2014 14:59:34 268.3  18.3   1090  (676 miles) 

< 

27/10/2014 14:59:54 266.1  22.1   962  (598 miles)  

http://spaceflight.nasa.gov/realdata/sightings/SSapplications/Post/JavaSSOP/JavaSSOP.html
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Appendix B: LOFAR target file 

Generated from Appendix A: targeting data. Conversion from Azimuth / Elevation to Right Ascension / 
Declination performed using Scope to Sky tool (http://www.bbastrodesigns.com/scopeToSky.html), checked 
using HOR2EQ (http://idlastro.gsfc.nasa.gov/ftp/pro/astro/hor2eq.pro). 

Target file format from page 11 of LOFAR Proposal Submission Procedure PDF version 21-07-2014 
downloaded from http://www.astron.nl/sites/astron.nl/files/cms/PDF/LOFARPSP.pdf 22nd October 2014. 

### LOFAR target file for PS86X1  

### Target,RightAscension,Declination,Epoch,Calibration beam (Y or N),Exposure time 
(Minutes),Flux (optional),Reffreq (Optional),Specindex 
(optional),Subbands,Run#,Obsconfig,Pipeconfig (optional),Comments (Optional) 

### Calibration target observation to improve temporal accuracy by correcting clock offsets 

3C380,18:29:31.8,48:44:46,J2000,,1,,,,235,1,PS86X1,,Calibration star @ 20141027:14:58 

### Try and catch the International Space Station passing overhead 

ISS,12:23:12.94,10:27:55.8,J2000,,1,,,,235,2,PS86X1,,International Space Station test @ 
20141027:14:59:34 

### Observe 4M>PS86X1 assuming nominal launch 20141023@17:59 update coordinates once a minute 
to track 

PS86X1,17:34:14.27,-18:02:42.5,J2000,,1,,,,235,3,PS86X1,,PS86X1 @ 20141027:15:00 

PS86X1,17:34:13.77,-18:02:41.10,J2000,,1,,,,235,4,PS86X1,,PS86X1 @ 20141027:15:01 

PS86X1,17:34:13.28,-18:02:37.9,J2000,,1,,,,235,5,PS86X1,,PS86X1 @ 20141027:15:02 

PS86X1,17:34:12.78,-18:02:37.5,J2000,,1,,,,235,6,PS86X1,,PS86X1 @ 20141027:15:03 

PS86X1,17:34:12.26,-18:02:33.7,J2000,,1,,,,235,7,PS86X1,,PS86X1 @ 20141027:15:04 

PS86X1,17:34:11.76,-18:02:29.5,J2000,,1,,,,235,8,PS86X1,,PS86X1 @ 20141027:15:05 

PS86X1,17:34:11.27,-18:02:29.1,J2000,,1,,,,235,9,PS86X1,,PS86X1 @ 20141027:15:06 

PS86X1,17:34:10.76,-18:02:25.2,J2000,,1,,,,235,10,PS86X1,,PS86X1 @ 20141027:15:07 

PS86X1,17:34:10.27,-18:02:24.6,J2000,,1,,,,235,11,PS86X1,,PS86X1 @ 20141027:15:08 

PS86X1,17:34:09.75,-18:02:20.5,J2000,,1,,,,235,12,PS86X1,,PS86X1 @ 20141027:15:09 

PS86X1,17:34:09.24,-18:02:16.5,J2000,,1,,,,235,13,PS86X1,,PS86X1 @ 20141027:15:10 

### Calibration target observation to improve temporal accuracy by correcting clock offsets 

3C380,18:29:31.8,48:44:46,J2000,,1,,,,235,14,PS86X1,,Calibration star @ 20141027:15:11  

http://www.bbastrodesigns.com/scopeToSky.html
http://idlastro.gsfc.nasa.gov/ftp/pro/astro/hor2eq.pro
http://www.astron.nl/sites/astron.nl/files/cms/PDF/LOFARPSP.pdf
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Appendix B:  Example observation plan for PocketSpacecraft.com COTS ground station 441235A 
Harwell, Oxfordshire, United Kingdom - computed at 12:00 BST 10th October 2014 

UTC TIME  AZIMUTH (°) ELEVATION (°)  RANGE (KM) 

24-10-2014 11:00:05 132.3534  0.292   160855.1998 
24-10-2014 12:00:05 144.3013  6.514   165925.6593 
24-10-2014 13:00:05 157.1663  11.1727   171005.0513 
24-10-2014 14:00:05 170.8173  13.9017   176138.9911 
24-10-2014 15:00:05 184.8778  14.4504   181357.2205 
24-10-2014 16:00:05 198.8299  12.7625   186672.5125 
24-10-2014 17:00:05 212.2115  8.999   192080.0911 
24-10-2014 18:00:05 224.7792  3.4772   197558.8995 
25-10-2014 11:00:05 125.3904  0.0577   265276.1582 
25-10-2014 12:00:05 137.5309  7.0541   267725.7311 
25-10-2014 13:00:05 150.6294  12.5705   270280.9275 
25-10-2014 14:00:05 164.6661  16.1855   272985.0401 
25-10-2014 15:00:05 179.3192  17.5662   275866.0246 
25-10-2014 16:00:05 194.029  16.5679   278935.5451 
25-10-2014 17:00:05 208.2179  13.298   282187.3689 
25-10-2014 18:00:05 221.5206  8.0692   285598.4229 
25-10-2014 19:00:05 233.8768  1.2974   289130.1174 
26-10-2014 11:00:05 122.3637  0.1212   326395.8906 
26-10-2014 12:00:05 134.5444  7.4363   327484.6077 
26-10-2014 13:00:05 147.7054  13.3285   328696.5374 
26-10-2014 14:00:05 161.8798  17.3546   330076.7127 
26-10-2014 15:00:05 176.7853  19.1408   331655.2315 
26-10-2014 16:00:05 191.8521  18.4931   333445.9746 
26-10-2014 17:00:05 206.4407  15.486   335444.395 
26-10-2014 18:00:05 220.1201  10.425   337628.6771 
26-10-2014 19:00:05 232.7863  3.7354   339961.3554 
27-10-2014 11:00:05 120.6967  0.48   360484.2909 
27-10-2014 12:00:05 132.9499  7.9726   360610.3 
27-10-2014 13:00:05 146.2098  14.0682   360873.8094 
27-10-2014 14:00:05 160.542  18.3048   361323.2252 
27-10-2014 15:00:05 175.6792  20.2771   361992.9392 Best observation time 
27-10-2014 16:00:05 191.0312  19.7641   362901.2328 
27-10-2014 17:00:05 205.9184  16.8233   364049.2579 
27-10-2014 18:00:05 219.8667  11.7605   365422.4316 Flyby T-6:28 
27-10-2014 19:00:05 232.7499  5.0144   366992.9351 
[Observation plan less certain after this point due to injection manoeuvre] 
28-10-2014 12:00:05 134.065  5.1749   390356.5205 
28-10-2014 13:00:05 146.9398  10.8184   391019.5063 
28-10-2014 14:00:05 160.671  14.6607   391854.4504 
28-10-2014 15:00:05 175.0048  16.3641   392891.748 
28-10-2014 16:00:05 189.4465  15.7572   394145.5088 
28-10-2014 17:00:05 203.4441  12.8977   395612.7845 
28-10-2014 18:00:05 216.6044  8.0478   397273.9817 
28-10-2014 19:00:05 228.8106  1.5829   399094.4004 
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Appendix C:  Abbreviations/Acronyms  

4M  Manfred Memorial Moon Mission 

CALT  Chinese Academy of Launch Vehicle Technology 

CAST  China Academy of Space Technology 

CEP  Central processing Facility 

COTS  Commercial off the shelf 

ECC  Error control code 

EME  Earth-Moon-Earth 

FE  Fly’s Eye 

FWHM  Full Width at Half Maximum 

HBA  High band antenna 

ITRF  International Terrestrial Reference Frame 

ISS  International Space Station 

LHCP  Left Hand Circular Polarisation 

LOFAR  The LOw-Frequency ARray 

MFSK  Multiple frequency shift keying 

NASA  National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

NF  Noise floor 

PS86X1  PocketSpacecraft Chinese flight project one 

RF  Radio frequency 

RHCP  Right Hand Circular Polarisation 

TDOA  Time difference of arrival 

TF-SLR  Thin Film Spacecraft/Lander/Rover 

USB  Universal serial bus 

UTC  Coordinated Universal Time  

VLBI  Very Long Baseline Interferometry 

VM  Virtual Machine 

WSJT  Weak Signal communication by K1JT 


